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Sunrise Resources jumps on VR Resources'
exploration programme at Junction project

Price:

0.175p

Market Cap:

£3.75M

1 Year Share Price Graph

Sunrise Resources PLC (LON:SRES) shares jumped in afternoon trading as
the company announced an update for the Junction copper-silver-gold-project
area in Nevada, USA.
VR Resources Ltd revealed that its ongoing surface exploration this spring has
strengthened the targets within the high-grade copper-silver-gold vein system
at the Junction Project, in which Sunrise holds an interest.
READ: Sunrise Resources jumps higher on news of CS project progress
VR said it continued to compile and synthesize new data towards the
prioritisation of targets for a first-pass drill programme planned for this autumn.

Share Information

The company said the summary update for the Denio Summit Target, which
occurs wholly within the Sunrise area of interest, revealed 1.5km trend of
surface showings of copper-silver-gold quartz veins and pegmatites.
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Patrick Cheetham, executive chairman, commented: "I am pleased to see that
VR is continuing its systematic exploration of this exciting property and
planning a drill programme this autumn, an event that triggers a further issue of
shares to Sunrise."
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He added: "Whilst our focus remains firmly on developing the CS Project in
Nevada, this news is a timely reminder of the value that we have built up in our
wider portfolio of drill stage exploration projects."
In afternoon trading, Sunrise Resources shares jumped 4.8% to 0.17p.
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Website: www.sunriseresourcesplc.com
Company Synopsis:
Sunrise Resources plc is a UK-based
company operating primarily in Nevada,
USA. It is focused on development of its CS
Pozzolan-Perlite Project in Nevada and the
valorisation of its diversified portfolio of
industrial and precious metal projects.
Shares in the Company trade on AIM on
the London Stock Exchange under the
symbol
"SRES".
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published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
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